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Abstract: The reaction of hydroxy peroxy radicals (RO2) with NO represents one of the most crucial
tropospheric processes, leading to terrestrial ozone formation or NOx removal and chain termination. We
investigate the formation of hydroxy peroxy nitrites (ROONO) and nitrates (RONO2) from the OH-isoprene
reactions using DFT and ab initio theories and variational RRKM/master equation (vRRKM/ME) formalism.
The binding energies of ROONO from NO addition to RO2 are determined to be in the range of 20-22 kcal
mol-1, and the bond dissociation energies of ROONO to form an alkoxy radical (RO) and NO2 range from
6 to 9 kcal mol-1. Isomerization of ROONO to RONO2 is exothermic by 22-28 kcal mol-1. The entrance
and exit channels of the RO2-NO reaction are found to be barrierless, and the rate constants to form
ROONO are calculated to be 3 × 10-12 to 2 × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 using the canonical variational
transition state theory. The vRRKM/ME analysis reveals negligible stabilization of excited ROONO and
provides an assessment of ROONO isomerization to RONO2.

Introduction

Because of its high chemical reactivity and role in the
generation of peroxy radicals,1-3 isoprene plays an important
role in tropospheric chemistry.4 The atmospheric oxidation of
isoprene proceeds predominantly through OH radical addition
to the isoprene double bonds, followed by reaction with O2 to
form the hydroxyperoxy radicals (Scheme 1).2,5 In the presence
of nitric oxide, the resulting hydroxyperoxy radical (RO2) reacts
with NO via the following two reaction pathways

Reaction 2a is directly responsible for ozone formation,
whereas reaction 2b results in NOx removal and chain termina-
tion. It has been suggested that 50-100% of ozone production
in some regional areas of the U.S. is because of reaction 2a

(refs 1, 6, and 7), and as much as 7% of NO produced from
fossil fuel combustion in North America in the summer is lost
as nitrates formed because of reaction 2b (ref 7). In addition,
the isoprene nitrates are responsible for about 4% of nitrogen
oxides transported from North America.8 Hence, the isoprene
RO2-NO reaction represents one of the most central tropo-
spheric chemical problems of substantial impact.

The entrance channel of the RO2-NO reaction 1 is exoergic
(Scheme 1), leading to a vibrationally excited hydroxyperoxy
nitrite (ROONO*), which subsequently reacts via unimolecular
reactions or collisional stabilization. The excited ROONO*
undergoes two possible prompt unimolecular reactions, isomer-
ization to the isoprene nitrate (RONO2) or decomposition to a
hydroxyalkoxy radical (RO) and NO2. Similarly, there are two
plausible reaction pathways for the thermalized ROONO,
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decomposition to RO and NO2 or isomerization to form RONO2.
The complexity of the RO2-NO reaction further arises from
the presence of possible structural isomers; there are fourâ-
and two δ-hydroxyperoxy radicals from the OH-initiated
reactions of isoprene.5

Despite the fundamental importance of isoprene oxidation,
the nature of the isoprene RO2-NO reaction remains highly
uncertain. There are several reasons to believe that the isoprene
chemistry will be distinct from simpler hydrocarbons. Unlike
the analogous species associated with the oxidation of smaller
hydrocarbons, there are multiple isomers, and hence the kinetics
will exhibit multiexponential behavior.9 Also, because the
activated nitrites are significantly larger, they undergo slower
unimolecular reaction, and the kinetics should experience greater
pressure dependence. Furthermore, there likely exists hydrogen
bonding in the isoprene species, which plays an important role
in determining their structural characteristics, stability, and
chemistry. Experimental studies have identified nonnegligible
nitrate yield from the OH-initiated reactions of isoprene,10,11 in
contrast to the observed absence of nitrate formation from
oxidation of smaller alkenes.2,12

In this paper, we report a theoretical study of the ROONO
and RONO2 species derived from the OH-isoprene reactions
to elucidate the chemistry of the RO2-NO reaction. Density
functional theory (DFT) and ab initio methods were employed
to investigate the structures and energetics of those species.
Canonical variational transition state theory (CVTST) was
employed to calculate the rate constants for the RO2-NO
reaction. In addition, variational RRKM/master equation (vR-
RKM/ME) calculations were carried out to assess stabilization
of the excited hydroxy peroxy nitrite and to evaluate nitrate
formation of the OH-isoprene reactions.

Theoretical Method

The quantum chemical computations were performed on an SGI
Origin 3800 supercomputer using the Gaussian 98 software package.13

Geometry optimization for all species was executed using Becke’s three
parameter hybrid method employing the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation
function (B3LYP)14 in conjunction with the split valence polarized basis
set 6-31G(d,p). The DFT geometries were then employed in single-
point energy calculations using frozen-core second-order Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and coupled-cluster theory with single
and double excitations including perturbative corrections for the triple
excitations (CCSD(T)) with various basis sets. Harmonic vibrational
frequency calculations were made using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). Additional
geometry optimization using MP2/6-31G(d,p) was also performed to
verify the DFT structures.

We have recently evaluated the level of ab initio theory that applies
to complex organic intermediates, on the basis of computational

efficiency and accuracy.15 We found that better convergence behavior
and considerably higher computational efficiency were achieved using
the density function theory as the method of geometry and frequency
calculations. In addition, our studies for the analogous reactions of OH,
Cl, NO3, or O3 addition to isoprene indicated that the calculated
energetics were very sensitive to effects of basis set and electron
correlation.5,15-18 To obtain accurate energetics, a basis set correction
factor (CF) method was applied to the CCSD(T) calculated energies
of all stationary points on the basis of an approach developed to
investigate the OH-isoprene reaction.15 The procedure involved
determination of a correction factor associated with basis set effects at
the MP2 level and subsequent correction to the energy calculated at a
higher level of electron correlation with a moderate size basis set. The
basis set effect on the energies was evaluated at the MP2 level. A
correction factor (CF) was determined from the energy difference
between the MP2/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-311++G(d,p) levels. The values
of calculated energies at the CCSD(T)/6-31G(d) level were then
corrected by the MP2 level correction factors, corresponding to the
CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+ CF method. This method, which is effective to
the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, has been evaluated
extensively for several isoprene addition reactions.15-18

Results and Discussion

Structures and Energetics of ROONO and RONO2.
Considering the large amount of possible spatial orientations
for the O-O-N-O group in the ROONO isomers as well as
existence of a chiral carbon center, it is of considerable challenge
to locate the global minima of the equilibrium structures.
Geometry optimizations of the ROONO isomers were initially
performed using the geometries of the corresponding peroxy
radicals,5 by adding NO to the terminal O atom. The main
carbon chain was kept unchanged from the corresponding
peroxy radical, but the relative position of the O-O-N-O
group was varied with respect to the carbon chain. Three
important parameters were considered, that is, the torsion angles
of C-C-O-O, C-O-O-N, and O-O-N-O, along with the
relative orientations of the O-O-N-O group to the OH and
methyl groups. Figure 1 depicts the optimized geometries of
the lowest-energy conformations of the ROONO isomers. The
evaluation of the vibrational frequencies confirmed that all
geometries reported represent minima on the potential energy
surfaces.

Comparison of the equilibrium geometries of ROONO with
those of corresponding RO2 and RO obtained previously5,17

reveals some intriguing features. The torsion angles of O(H)-
C1-C2-O for RO2, ROONO, and RO are not very different,
indicating that addition of NO or removal of an O atom has
little effect on the structure of the main carbon chain and the
attached O atom. However, the two torsion angles of C3C2OO
and C1C2OO for RO2 and ROONO are significantly different,
implying that addition of the NO group changes the O-O
bonding. Another interesting feature is the change of the
corresponding C-C and C-O bond lengths for RO2, ROONO,
and RO. Addition of NO to the peroxy radicals leads to a
shortening of the C-O bond from 1.47 to 1.49 Å for RO2 to
1.448-1.461 Å for ROONO, but a lengthening of the O-O
bond from 1.32 Å for RO2 to 1.434-1.456 Å for ROONO. This
results from the redistribution of the electron cloud of the two
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O atoms in the peroxy radical because of formation of the new
O-N bond. The lowest-energy conformers of ROONOV and
VI possess trans structures, similar to the corresponding isomers
of RO2 but different from those of RO which possess cis
structures. The trans configurations of ROONOV andVI are
more stable than the cis configurations by 0.3 and 1.7 kcal
mol-1, respectively.

It is evident from Figure 1 that there exists intramolecular
hydrogen bonding in theâ-ROONO isomersI-VI . The
hydrogen bond involves the terminal O atom from the O-O-
N-O group and the H atom from the hydroxy group. The length
of the hydrogen bond ranges from 2.1 to 2.4 Å, slightly longer
than a typical hydrogen bond length. The relatively weak
hydrogen bonding is explained by the fact that it involves a
five- to eight-member ring. It is also clear in Figure 1 that no
such intramolecular hydrogen bond forms for theδ-ROONO
isomersV and VI , because of the relatively long distance
between the nitrite and hydroxy groups.

The energetics of the ROONO species was calculated with
various ab initio levels of theory. Table 1 lists binding energies
calculated for the NO-RO2 reaction to form ROONO. Gener-
ally, the MP2 method systematically predicts higher binding
energies than the B3LYP and CCSD(T) methods. The correction
factor (CF) was derived from the difference of the MP2
calculated energies as described previously, with the values

ranging from 0.3 to 0.9 kcal mol-1. The binding energies
predicted with B3LPY/6-31G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+
CF are quite similar, with a largest difference of 1.0 kcal mol-1

for ROONO III . It is also interesting to compare the relative
stability between the ROONO isomers. Theâ-ROONO isomers
I-IV are 4-5 kcal mol-1 more stable than the twoδ-ROONO
isomersV andVI , suggesting a stabilization effect because of
hydrogen bonding in theâ-ROONO isomers. Table 1 also
summarizes the bond dissociation energies calculated for the
reaction ROONOf RO+ RO2. The inclusion of the correction
factor improves the agreement between the B3LYP and
CCSD(T) methods, and the difference between B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+ CF ranges from 1.1 to 2.3
kcal mol-1.

Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium structures of the RONO2

isomers. As is the case with ROONO, there appears to exist
hydrogen bonding for theâ-ROONO isomersI-IV , with the
length of 2.332-2.437 Å. These bond distances are slightly
longer than those of the corresponding ROONO isomers, except
for isomer II . Also, there is a noticeable absence of such a
hydrogen bond in the twoδ-RONO2 isomersV and VI . The
reaction energies for isomerization of ROONO to RONO2 are
also given in Table 1. The B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) results are
generally in agreement with the CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+ CF values

Figure 1. Structures of hydroxy peroxy nitrites (ROONO) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 1. Binding Energies (D0) for RO2 + NO f ROONO, Bond Dissociation Energies (De) for ROONO f RO + NO2, Reaction Energies
(∆E) for ROONO f RONO2, and Relative Energies (RE) of ROONOa

Do De ∆E RE

B3LYP/
6-31G(d,p)

CCSD(T)/
6-31G(d)

CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d) + CF

B3LYP/
6-31G(d,p)

CCSD(T)/
6-31G(d)

CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d) + CF

B3LYP/
6-31G(d,p)

CCSD(T)/
6-31G(d)

CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d) + CF

CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d) + CF

I 20.4 20.7 20.2 6.4 13.0 7.5 -22.2 -18.6 -22.7 1.2
II 21.5 21.6 21.2 7.0 12.8 8.0 -26.7 -22.3 -26.0 0
III 21.9 22.0 21.2 6.9 13.2 7.9 -25.8 -21.7 -25.4 1.6
IV 21.6 21.7 20.6 6.4 13.9 8.7 -26.7 -23.0 -26.8 1.3
V 21.8 21.3 20.9 7.9 13.7 9.4 -27.1 -22.9 -25.3 4.8
VI 22.0 21.7 21.2 8.1 13.7 9.7 -26.2 -22.3 -25.0 5.1

aAll energies have included in them the zero-point correction.
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for all isomers, with the largest difference of 1.8 kcal mol-1

for isomerV.
A potential energy surface of the RO2-NO reaction sequence

is shown in Figure 3 for isomersI , IV , andV. The combination
of RO2 and NO is exothermic by about 20 kcal mol-1.
Rearrangement of ROONO to RONO2 is exothermic by 23-
27 kcal mol-1. The O-O bond dissociation energies of ROONO
range from 7 to 10 kcal mol-1, smaller than the literature
estimates for HO-ONO and other non-nitrogen C1-C4 RO-
OR′ species.19 This occurs because of the fact that large
substitutes and nitrogen-containing groups reduce the binding
energy.

Entrance Channel of the RO2-NO Reaction.To evaluate
the nature of the entrance channel of the RO2-NO reaction,
we have examined the potential along the reaction coordinate,
specifically whether there is a well-defined transition state or

the addition proceeds without a barrier via a loose transition
state. We performed constrained geometry optimization at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory for fixed O-N bond lengths.
We find no energy exceeding the bond dissociation energy along
the reaction coordinate.

The rate constant of the reaction of RO2 with NO was
calculated by using the CVTST method. Briefly, the association
rate is related to the dissociation rate by5,20

whereQAB is the partition function of ROONO,QA andQB are
the partition functions of the respective RO2 and NO, andD0 is
the zero-point-corrected binding energy of ROONO. The
unimolecular dissociation of each isomer was calculated ac-
cording to the following expression5,20

whereQAB
q is the partition function of the transition state with

the vibrational frequency corresponding to the reaction coor-
dinate removed, and∆E′ is the zero-point-corrected transition
state energy relative to the ROONO minimum. Because NO
addition to RO2 proceeds without an activation barrier, the
location of the transition state was determined variationally by
minimizing the reaction rate.

The partition functions required for eqs 3 and 4 were
evaluated by treating the rotational and translational motion
classically and treating vibrational modes quantum mechanically.
Unscaled vibrational frequencies and moments of inertia were
taken from the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations, and the reaction
energies were taken from the zero-point-corrected CCSD(T)/
6-31G(d) + CF. The dependence of the transitional mode
frequencies with O-N distance was modeled using5,20

(19) Bach, R. D.; Ayala, P. Y.; Schlegel, H. B. J.Am. Chem. Soc.1996, 118,
12758.

(20) (a) Lei, W.; Zhang, R.; McGiven, W. S.; Derecskei-Kovacs, A.; North, S.
W. Chem. Phys. Lett. 2000, 326, 109. (b) McGiven, S.; Suh, I.; Clinken-
beard, A. D.; Zhang, R.; North, S. W.J. Phys. Chem.2000, 104, 6609.

Figure 2. Structures of hydroxy nitrates (RONO2) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure 3. Potential energy surface (PES) of the RO2-NO reaction obtained
by using CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)+ CF//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p).
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whereν0 is the vibrational frequency in the reactant molecule,
re is the equilibrium bond distance,B is the sum of the rotational
constants, anda is a constant estimated on the basis of ab initio
calculations of the vibrational frequencies along the reaction
coordinates. The potential energy surface along the reaction
coordinate was modeled by a Morse function including the
centrifugal barrier

whereD0 is the binding energy,Bext(r) is the external rotational
constant determined using the symmetric top moment of inertia,
andJ is the average rotational quantum number of a Boltzmann
distribution calculated using the external rotational constant of
the molecule at the equilibrium configuration.

The CVTST calculated high-pressure limit rate constants for
the formation of the ROONO isomers at 300 K are presented
in Table 2. Also given in this table for comparison are the
relative branching ratios for ROONO, with the isomersI , IV ,
andV constituting the majority of the total nitrite population.5

The calculated rate constants range from 3.3× 10-12 to 1.3×
10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The rates to form isomersIV andV
are comparable, while the rates to form the other isomers are
much slower. Hence, the kinetics of the isoprene RO2-NO
reaction shows a strong multiexponential behavior. The sensitiv-
ity of the rate constants to the binding energies was examined
by recalculating the rate constants for the six isomers using
binding energies which differed by(2 kcal mol-1 from the ab
initio energies. In both cases, the individual rates changed by
less than 50%. We estimated that the uncertainty in the
calculated rate constant is within a factor of 2.

Two experimental studies have indirectly inferred the effective
rate constant for the isoprene RO2-NO reaction, on the basis
of fitting the time-dependent OH signal in the presence of OH,
isoprene, O2, and NO.21 The previously reported experimental
values are 9× 10-12 and (2.5( 0.5)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. Our theoretical calculations of the isoprene RO2-NO rate
constant are consistent with the previous experimental results.

The Fate of Excited ROONO*. There are three possible
reaction pathways for the excited ROONO*: collisional stabi-
lization, prompt isomerization to RONO2, or prompt dissociation
to RO and NO2. Although equilibrium favors reaction 2a over
2b on the basis of the calculated energetics, the relative
importance of each pathway is determined by complex kinetics.

We have performed calculations to assess the fate of the
excited hydroxyperoxy nitrites derived from isoprene oxidation
using the steady-state master equation (ME) formalism18,22 in
conjunction with the variational-RRKM method. We adopted
a Morse potential that includes the centrifugal barrier to
variationally locate the transition states for NO addition to the
hydroxyperoxy radical as a function of energy. As above-noted,
our treatment of the entrance channel of the NO-RO2 reaction
for a barrierless pathway is consistent with experimentally
observed weak temperature dependence for this type of reac-

tions,2 and our vRRKM calculations are qualitatively in agree-
ment with an efficient rate constant on the order of 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. Similarly, we found that dissociation of
ROONO to RO and NO2 also proceeds through a barrierless
process, because the calculated energy relative to the equilibrium
peroxynitrite increased monotonically when the O-O bond
length was successively increased. Nitrite dissociation was also
treated using vRRKM theory. Exact state counts for the entrance
and exit channels and hydroperoxynitrite vibration density of
states were evaluated by using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm.23

The vibrational frequencies were modified along the reaction
coordinate according to an exponential switching model.24,25The
vRRKM/ME calculations employed an exponential model for
collision energy transfer using an average energy of 250 cm-1.
A Lennard-Jones collision frequency ofZLJ ) 1.4 × 1010 s-1

at 298 K and 760 Torr was estimated using values ofσ ) 6.57
Å andε ) 567 K. All vibrations were treated as harmonic. We
found that explicit treatment of the internal rotors as hindered
rotors did not significantly alter the results. Calculations were
performed at fixed total angular momentum and were subse-
quently Boltzmann averaged.

The vRRKM dissociation rates for ROONO isomer1 as a
function of energy relative to the nitrite well are shown in Figure
4. Also plotted in the figure is the initial nitrite energy
distribution. At all energies above the entrance channel (20.2
kcal mol-1), the dissociation rates are larger than the collision
rate. We conclude that there is insignificant formation of
thermalized nitrite under ambient conditions. On average, only
1-4 kcal mol-1 of nitrite internal energy is lost to collisions.
Dissociation of ROONO* leads to activated RO*, which also
reacts via unimolecular reactions or is collisional stabilized. For
both thermalized and activatedâ-RO radicals, their dominant
fate is decomposition, leading to the formation of various
oxygenated organic compounds.17

It was previously suggested that rearrangement of the
peroxynitrite to nitrate proceeds via a three-centered transition
state which for HOONO corresponds to an activation energy
of ∼60 kcal mol-1.26 However, the three-centered transition state
is likely hindered by the substitute of a carbon chain to the
hydrogen atom,10 and the rearrangement of ROONO to RONO2

may go through a partial O-O bond fission followed by RO

(21) (a) Steven, P.; L’Esperance, D.; Chuong, B.; Martin, G.Int. J. Chem. Kinet.
1999, 31, 637. (b) Reitz, J. E.; McGiven, W. S.; Church, M. C.; Wilson,
M. D.; North, S. W.Int. J. Chem. Kinet. 2002, 33, 637.

(22) Gilbert, R. G.; Smith, S. C.Theory of Unimolecular and Recombination
Reactions; Blackwell Scientific: Oxford, U.K., 1990.

(23) Stein, S. E.; Rabinovitch, B. S.J. Chem. Phys. 1973, 58, 2438.
(24) Holbrook, K.; Pilling, M.; Robertson, S.Unimolecular Reactions; John

Wiley & amp, Sons: Chichester, 1996.
(25) We have used values ofa ) 1.9 Å-1 anda ) 1.2 Å-1 for the entrance and

exit channels of the RO2-NO reaction, respectively, based on ab initio
calculations of the vibrational frequencies along the reaction coordinates.

(26) (a) Houk, K. N.; Condroski, K. R.; Pryor, W. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1996,
118, 13002. (b) Cameron, D. R.; Borrejo, A. M. P.; Bennett, B. M.;
Thatcher, G. R. J.Can. J. Chem.1995, 73, 1627. (c) Jursic, B. S.; Klasine,
L.; Pecur, S.; Pryor, W. A.Nitric Oxide 1997, 1, 494.

ν(r) ) ν0 exp[-a(r - re)] + B (5)

V(r) ) D0[1 - exp(-âr)]2 + Bext(r)J(J + 1) (6)

Table 2. CVTST Calculated High-Pressure Limit Rate Constants
of RO2 + NO f ROONO at 300 Ka

species
rate constant

(cm3 molecule-1 s-1) branching ratio

I 3.2× 10-12 0.34
II 6.7× 10-12 0.02
III 9.6× 10-12 0.05
IV 1.3× 10-11 0.29
V 1.3× 10-11 0.22
VI 7.0× 10-12 0.08

aAlso shown in the table are isomeric branching ratios determined
previously.5
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and NO2 recombination at elongated O-O bond lengths. We
were unable to locate the transition state for nitrite-nitrate
isomerization. It is possible, though, to provide an estimate of
the upper and lower limits to the barrier height by treating the
vibrational frequencies of the transition state in two limiting
approximations. Several experimental studies have reported the
nitrate yield from the OH-initiated oxidation of isoprene, ranging
from 4 to 12%.10,11We have chosen to adjust the barrier heights
to match the 0.05 fraction of nitrate formation, suggested by
the work of Shepson and co-workers,10 employing the vRRKM/
ME formalism. The results of this treatment are shown in Table
3. In the first case (model A), the frequencies of the nitrite are
used to mimic a tight transition state. Because the nitrite yield
is much lower than the dissociation yields, the resulting barrier
heights are lower than the corresponding dissociation energies.
The second approximation (model B) assumes that the isomer-
ization transition state is loose and can be modeled by treatment
identical to that of the dissociation, adjusting the asymptotic
energy to give 0.05 fractional yield. This results in a higher
barrier in energy relative to dissociation. It is unlikely that the
transition state associated with isomerization will be looser than

the barrierless dissociation, so both treatments serve to bracket
the energy of the real transition state. The vRRKM/ME analysis
predicts that the activation barrier of ROONO isomerization to
RONO2 is between 0.4 and 1.1 kcal mol-1 below and 3.3-3.7
kcal mol-1 above the dissociation energy of ROONO. The
isomerization barrier heights derived from either approximation
are significantly lower than the barrier height for the three-center
transition state in HOONO.26

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a theoretical investigation
of the isoprene RO2-NO reaction, one of the most crucial
tropospheric chemical processes. DFT and ab initio methods
have been employed to obtain the structures and energetics of
the isoprene hydroxy peroxy nitrites and nitrates, and CVTST
and vRRKM/ME calculations have been performed to investi-
gate the reaction kinetics and mechanism. The results provide
several novel aspects for refinement and quantification of the
photochemical oxidation of isoprene in the atmosphere.

(1) The structures and energetics of hydroxy peroxy nitrites
and nitrates arising from OH-initiated reactions of isoprene have
been first obtained. The binding energies of ROONO range from
20 to 22 kcal mol-1. The bond dissociation energies of ROONO
to RO and NO2 are in the range of 6-9 kcal mol-1. Isomer-
ization of ROONO to RONO2 is exothermic by 22-28 kcal
mol-1. Theâ-ROONO isomers exhibit hydrogen bonding and
are more stable than theδ-ROONO isomers.

(2) The entrance and exit channels of the RO2-NO reaction
are found to be barrierless. The rate constants of the RO2-NO
reaction are calculated in the range from 3.3× 10-12 to 1.3×
10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, showing a strong multiexponential
kinetic behavior.

(3) The vRRKM/ME calculations reveal insignificant stabi-
lization of excited ROONO* and provide estimates of the barrier
heights for ROONO isomerization to RONO2.
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Figure 4. Hydroxy peroxy nitrite (ROONO) vRRKM dissociation rates
for isomer1 as a function of microcanonical energy (dashed curve). For
comparison, the collision rate is 1.4× 1010 s-1 at 760 Torr and 298 K.
Also shown is the initial energy distribution of the nitrite radicals (solid
curve). All energies are relative to the bottom of the nitrite well.

Table 3. Barrier Heights (kcal mol-1) for ROONO f RONO2
Isomerization Estimated on the Basis of vRRKM/ME Calculationsa

I II III IV V VI

isomerization (A) 7.0 7.4 7.1 7.7 8.2 8.1
isomerization (B) 11.1 11.6 11.6 12.2 12.8 13.2
dissociation 7.5 8.0 7.9 8.7 9.4 9.7

aAlso shown in the table for comparison are bond dissociation energies
of ROONO.
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